Driving Critical Mission Outcomes by Providing
Secure Collaboration, Programmability, Digital
Architectures, and Cloud Solutions to Address
Today’s Customers’ Needs and Help Them
Succeed in the Future

ABOUT PRESIDIO FEDERAL

ABOUT OUR CISCO PARTNERSHIP

Presidio Government Solutions LLC, branded publicly as
Presidio Federal, is a purpose-built and mission-driven
IT services and solutions provider dedicated to serving
the federal government. Presidio Government Solutions
leverages its wealth of experience and deep relationships
across its partner ecosystem, creating an environment of
active collaboration and real-time responsiveness.

Our relationship with Cisco is always evolving to
support the federal government’s drive towards digital
transformation. We remain ahead of the curve to help our
customers eliminate IT complexity, innovate faster with
simplified operations, and accelerate adoption across the
entire IT lifecycle.

The company develops and delivers the most
advanced technologies, like Cisco, through expert
knowledge centers in automation, augmentation, cloud,
cybersecurity, digital infrastructure, and collaboration.
Presidio Government Solutions is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Presidio. For more information, please visit
presidiofederal.com.

As a trusted Cisco partner, we understand the needs of
our federal customers and the constituents they serve.
We partner with Cisco to deliver customized solutions
that accelerate cloud computing initiatives, deliver
automation to connect data, processes, and people, and
promote a consistent security posture across federal
agencies.
We work together to navigate the complexities of our
federal customers, overcome their unique challenges,
and address concerns associated with purchasing and
adopting new technology in a cloud-first world. As the
pace of innovation increases, clients trust Presidio Federal
and Cisco to put their mission success front and center.
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The power of our Cisco partnership is best
exemplified by our investment in Cisco’s
technology and Partner Programs:
•
•
•
•
•

Cisco Gold Partner
DevNet Specialized Partner
Cisco Lifecycle Advisor
Cisco IoT Specialization
US Federal Authorized Partner

UCM Cloud for Government At-a-Glance
With Cisco UCM Cloud for Government, agencies like
yours can empower personnel to share more ideas; make
smarter, more informed decisions; and provide better
outcomes to citizens. And they can do so through the
power of an efficient and secure mobile cloud-based
service that adds value by:
•

•

•

•

Enhancing the user experience. Deploy a complete
suite of enterprise telephony solutions with advanced
features and proven reliability that lets your team
collaborate in the way that works best for them and
from the device of their choice.
Securing collaboration. Cisco UCM Cloud for
Government gives you the security of a FedRAMPAuthorized cloud data security service, backed by our
industry-leading cybersecurity.
Reducing complexity. Free your limited resources and
personnel to focus on their strategic priorities and
leave the maintenance and upgrades to us.
Improving reliability. Reduce costs, improve
efficiencies, and streamline workflows with the
proven technology, built for government use that
Cisco UCM Cloud for Government delivers.

Simplify your security with the broadest, most
integrated platform
SecureX is a cloud-native, built-in platform experience
that connects our secure portfolio and your infrastructure.
It is integrated and open for simplicity, unified in one
location for visibility, and maximizes operational efficiency
with automated workflows. Radically reduce threat dwell
time and human-powered tasks to stay compliant and to
counter attacks.

Delivering Reliable Performance for MissionCritical Applications
AppDynamics is the world’s #1 fastest-growing APM
solution. As an AI-powered application performance
monitoring solution that provides visibility and insights
into your IT environment. With unified monitoring down
to the network, and across both private and public clouds,
we enable you to resolve performance issues and take the
right actions for your business, at exactly the right time.

To learn more about our partnership with Cisco and how we work together to provide
leading-edge solutions to customers, please visit www.presidiofederal.com/partners/cisco.
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